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Abstract: Despite their relatively arginine-rich composition, protamines exhibit a high degree of structural variation. Indeed, the primary structure of these histone H1-related sperm nuclear basic proteins (SNBPs) is not random and is the depository of important phylogenetic information. This appears to be the result of their fast rate of evolution driven by positive selection. The way by which the protein variability participates in the transitions that lead to the final highly condensed chromatin organization of spermatozoa at the end of spermiogenesis is not clearly understood. In this paper we focus on the transient chromatin/nucleoplasm patterning that occurs in either a lamellar step or an inversion step during
early and mid-spermiogenesis. This takes place in a small subset of protamines in internally fertilizing species of vertebrates, invertebrates and plants. It involves “complex” protamines that are processed, replaced, or undergo side chain
modification (such as phosphorylation or disulfide bond formation) during the histone-to-protamine transition. Characteristic features of such patterning, as observed in TEM photomicrographs, include: constancy of’ the dominant pattern repeat distance m despite dynamic changes in developmental morphology, bicontinuity of chromatin and nucleoplasm, and
chromatin orientation either perpendicular or parallel to the nuclear envelope. This supports the hypothesis that liquid liquid phase separation by the mechanism of spinodal decomposition may be occurring during spermiogenesis in these
species. Spinodal decomposition involves long wave fluctuations of the local concentration with a low energy barrier and
thus differs from the mechanism of nucleation and growth that is known to occur during spermiogenesis in internally fertilizing mammals.
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PROTAMINES: THE POWER OF R
Protamines [1] represent one of the three major groups of
sperm nuclear basic proteins (SNBPs) [2]. They can be defined as relatively small proteins of up to 100 amino acids
with a highly basic amino acid composition consisting predominantly of arginine (  30% mol arginine/mol protein) [2,
3] (Fig. (1A)). Although these proteins are found evenly distributed throughout the protostome and deuterostome
branches of bilaterian animals [4], they are often present in
organisms at the tips of the phylogenetic tree [5, 6].
During spermiogenesis in the organisms consisting of the
protamine SNBP type, histones are gradually replaced by
protamines (Fig. (1B)). During the process, chromatin undergoes one of its most dramatic structural transitions, from
a highly dynamic histone-mediated nucleosome organization
to a highly stable and compact nucleoprotamine organization
in the mature sperm. In the nucleosome arrangement, about
200 bp of genomic DNA are coiled around a histone core but
only about 10% of the positive charge contributed by the
histones forms electrostatic interaction with the DNA phosphates [7, 8]. Linker histones (H1 family) bind to the linker
DNA connecting adjacent nucleosomes, providing additional
charge neutralization of these regions and assisting with
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the compaction of the chromatin fiber [9]. By contrast, protamines in the mature sperm interact with DNA in a linear
fashion with all their arginines interacting with the phosphate
side chains [3, 10].
The detailed mechanisms involved in the nucleohistone
to nucleoprotamine chromatin transition during spermiogenesis are still poorly understood, but they are assisted by
chromatin remodeling complexes [11], highly germ line specific histone variants [12-15] and post-translational modifications (PTMs) of the chromosomal proteins involved. Histones become highly acetylated (especially histone H4) in
both vertebrate [16] and invertebrate organisms [17], and in
vertebrates they are also ubiquitinated previously to protamine displacement [18]. Protamines are phosphorylated at
the onset of the histone displacement. Histone acetylation
enhances the dynamics and lowers the stability with which
histones interact with DNA, facilitating the displacement by
protamines [16], and histone ubiquitination has been recently
shown to regulate nucleosome removal [19]. Protamine
phosphorylation plays a critical role in their proper deposition onto the DNA template [4], is likely to be involved in
chromatin patterning [20] and possibly participates in their
removal during early fertilization.
The high abundance of arginine in protamines when
compared to histones or to other SNBPs and the gradual replacement of lysine by arginine observed in the protamines
of the organisms in the most evolutionarily advanced groups
© 2011 Bentham Science Publishers Ltd.
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Figure 1. Vertebrate and invertebrate protamine diversity and complexity. A) Amino acid sequences of a few examples of vertebrate and
invertebrate protamines. Vertebrates: chondrychthyan fish, Scyliorhynus canicula (dogfish) intermediate proteins S1 (P13275) and S2
(P11020), protamine Z3 (P30258) and keratinous protamines Z1 (P08433), Z2 (P06841) and S4 (P30259) [88, 90]. Invertebrates: cenogastropod, Murex brandaris (murex snail) molecular precursor Pp-P1 (P83211) of protamine P1 [76, 77]. The box highlights the leading sequence and the orange arrows indicate the sites of post-translational cleavage (processing) leading to the mature protamines P1, P2 (P83212),
and P3 (P83213) found in mature sperm; cephalopod, Eledone cirrhosa (horned octopus) keratinous protamine (P83183) [36]. The name
keratinous refers to the presence of cysteine [144]. B) The upper part shows a schematic illustration of the chromosomal protein and chromatin transitions that take place during spermiogenesis in those organisms that contain protamines in their spermatozoa. H: histones; P: protamines. The lower section provides a schematic representation of the structural complexity of the protamines chosen as an example. The red
bars indicate positively charged amino acids (lysine or arginine) and the green bars indicate cysteine. The blue region in M. brandaris Pp
corresponds to the protamine leading sequence that is post-translationally cleaved (orange arrows) during maturation.

of organisms [3], especially in those with internal fertilization [21, 22], is not surprising. Whereas in the somatic cells
chromatin must adopt a highly dynamic organization suitable
to the nuclear metabolic processes such as DNA replication,
recombination, repair and transcription, in the spermatozoa
chromatin adopts a tightly packed static conformation designed to compact chromatin as much as possible within the
nucleus. This assists the highly specialized sperm cell in acquiring a streamlined hydrodynamic shape [21], while protecting the genome from exogenous damaging agents [23].
In this regard, the higher hydrogen bonding potential of arginine [24, 25] over lysine appears to have been selected by
protamines in order to preferentially increase their affinity
for DNA [26].

The highly stable structural constraints imposed by protamines on the genomic DNA as histones are being displaced
during spermiogenesis led initially to the belief that transcription ceased during this process [27]. However, there is
now increasing evidence for post-meiotic expression of specific genes in both invertebrate and vertebrate organisms
[28-31]. To account for this, it has been proposed that the
histone-to-protamine chromatin transition may take place in
a very orderly fashion [32]. Indeed, there is some initial experimental evidence supporting this notion. Any DNA metabolic activity on a highly electrostatically neutral nucleoprotein substrate, such as that resulting from the association of
DNA with such very arginine-rich proteins as protamines
would otherwise be very difficult to explain.

Protamine Structure, Evolution and Chromatin Patterning

STRUCTURAL COMPLEXITY OF PROTAMINES
Despite their relatively simple amino acid composition
(Fig. (1A)), protamines exhibit a high extent of diversity at
the primary structure level. In addition, their high basic
amino acid contents does not prevent them from adopting
under certain conditions, such as in the presence of helicogenic solvents [33] or upon interaction with DNA, a considerable extent of secondary structure organization; hence they
fall within the category of intrinsically disordered proteins
[34, 35].
The additional presence of cysteine, an amino acid which
is otherwise absent in other SNBPs, in certain protamines
adds structural complexity to this group of chromosomal
proteins. In fact, it is interesting to note that in the protamines of the most evolved groups of protostomes and deuterostomes such as the cephalopods [36] (Fig. (1)), the dipteran insects (Drosophila) [37] and eutherian mammals [38],
an increase in the cysteine composition is observed. Cysteine
has also shown to be present in the sperm proteins of chondrychthyans, a rather primitive group of cartilaginous fish
[39] (see (Fig. (1)). The presence of cysteine, in addition to a
high basic amino acid content, may assist in the formation of
a tighter sperm chromatin condensation following oxidation
of the thiols to produce disulfide bridges between neighbouring protamines [36, 40] and/or intra-protamine bridges [41].
A recent report in humans indicates that there is at least one
zinc molecule for every protamine [42], providing additional
evidence for zinc also forming bridges with individual protamine thiol groups in these organisms [43, 44].
Another level of structural complexity arises from the
differences in size of the protamines within and across different species and from the presence of intra-specific microheterogeneity [15, 23] (see Fig. (1B), M. brandaris P1-P3).
As well, in many instances within representatives of the two
bilaterian branches, protamines undergo a complex pattern of
processing that involves multiple post-translational cleavage
(see Fig. (1B)), M. brandaris Pp-P1) [4]. This process plays
an important role in the protamine deposition [45] process
and patterning [20] during spermiogenesis.
The role of the high structural inter- and intra-species
variability of protamines is reflected in the high evolutionary
rate exhibited by these proteins [4, 46-48] (see the following
two sections of this paper). This is in high agreement with
the fast rates of evolution observed in other reproductive
proteins [49], including other chromosomal proteins such as
some of the highly specialized histone variants (i.e. histone
H2A.Bbd) associated with the spermiogenesis process in
mammals [14]. This high protein diversity contrasts with the
highly conserved nature of the mechanisms and genes [50]
involved in other fundamental aspects of the spermatogenic
process. For instance, proteins such as the bromodomain
testis-specific (BRDT) or the ubiquitin ligase, ring finger 8
(RNF8) exhibit a considerable extent of conservation. These
proteins participate in histone ubiqutination [19] and acetylation [51] processes which are essential for the histone to protamine transition. Similarly, members of the deleted-inazoospermia (DAZ) gene family of RNA binding proteins
are equally [52] conserved. All of this raises the intriguing
question as to what is the reason for such structural diversity
and variability. Protamines have been shown to provide a
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fertility [53] and competitive intra- and inter-specific edge to
certain organisms [38]. However, transgenic mice having
cysteine containing protamines and expressing a chicken
protamine (which lacks any cysteine) were found to be fertile
[54]. Thus the precise molecular implications arising from
the extensive protamine structural diversity still remain
largely unknown.
An equally intriguing question is that of the different
types of chromatin organization [globular [55], lamellar (this
paper), toroidal [56]] that precede the formation of the highly
compact chromatin organization in the mature sperm during
the late stages of spermiogenesis. Here again, the mechanisms leading to these different organizations are not well
understood. In many instances these diverse transitional
chromatin conformations are observed in organisms with
seemingly closely related protamine sequences and vice
versa. The last section of this paper describes the fundamental mechanics involved in lamellar patterning. This represents a chromatin re-organization that leads to a highly compacted sperm nucleus that is widespread in many organisms
and, as depicted in (Fig. (1)), can arise from protamines exhibiting a seemingly structural disparity.
HISTONE H1 AND THE EVOLUTION OF SNBPS
Although the evolution of the histone multigene families
has been classically described as a concerted evolution process based on the extensive homogenization of sequences
through a rapid process of interlocus recombination and gene
conversion [57], such an hypothesis has been discarded
given the increasing diversity of histone variants identified
during the last decade [58]. Instead, evolutionary studies
taking advantage of the great flow of molecular data coming
from genome projects have revealed that, far from a notion
of homogeneity, the long-term evolution of histones is based
on the generation of genetic diversity through a mechanism
of birth-and-death evolution based on recurrent gene duplications subject to purifying selection at the protein level [59,
60]. Such a mechanism has been responsible for the structural diversification and functional differentiation leading to
the broad histone diversity involved in the progressive increase in the complexity of the chromatin structure and metabolism during evolution [61].
The evolutionary mechanism of birth-and-death is especially well illustrated by the histone H1 family, which displays the highest level of diversification amongst histones.
The H1 family promotes the differentiation of variants specific to somatic and germinal cell lineages encompassing
specific functions both in chromatin packaging and dynamics [62], as well as in reproduction-associated traits, including sperm shape and motility, fertilization and reconstitution
of somatic chromatin in the zygote after fertilization [2, 63].
(Fig. (2A)) displays the evolutionary process leading to the
differentiation of the lineages encompassing histone H1 and
SNBPs in different metazoan groups, sharing a common
evolutionary origin from an ancestral replication-independent (RI) histone H1 very early in metazoan evolution [5].
The differentiation between somatic and germinal cell lineages later on resulted in a functional specialization, thereby
leading to a segregation between replication-independent
(RI) and replication-dependent (RD) somatic H1 histones, as
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well as to the transition towards highly specialized argininerich protamines (P) through a protamine-like (PL) intermediate during the evolution of SNBPs in the germ lineage [5,
64]. Indeed, the evolutionary ancestry shared by RI H1s and
SNBPs of the P-type is reinforced by their common structural and functional features, which contrast with those of
RD H1 proteins, and include the following: encoding by low
copy number genes located at solitary genomic positions,
transcription through polyadenylated mRNAs and involvement in heterochromatinization of terminally differentiated
proteins [3, 5].
In the case of the somatic H1 lineage, recurrent gene duplications of an ancestral RI histone H1 eventually led to the
differentiation of a new group of RD H1 genes. However,
while the RD group acquired a role encoding canonical histones needed in large amounts during the S-phase of the cell
cycle, the RI group held onto a basal role encoding specialized H1 variants expressed constantly but at low levels during the cell cycle [59, 62, 65]. Such differentiation between
both somatic lineages occurred early in metazoan evolution,
before the split between protostomes and deuterostomes. It
encompasses a genetic diversification process without drastic
changes in their overall protein structure, through a birthand-death process under strong purifying selection acting at
the protein level [62]. Furthermore, the subsequent functional differentiation between RD and RI H1 lineages ran in
parallel across both groups of metazoans, as assessed by the
presence of RI and RD representatives in both groups of organisms (Fig. (2A)).
On the other hand, the differentiation of a germinal cell
lineage encompassing the ancestral RI histone H1 lineage
allowed for the origin and differentiation of SNBPs later on
during evolution, based on a mechanism of gene duplication
and selection as well [2, 3, 63]. However, and quite to the
contrary, in the case of somatic H1s, the evolution of SNBPs
involved a progressive reduction in structural protein complexity. Accordingly, the ancestral SNBPs belonging to the
lysine-rich histone type (H-type) were responsible for the
differentiation of the highly specialized arginine-rich protamines (P-type) through a lysine/arginine-rich protamine-like
(PL-type) intermediate. However, this process first involved
the functional segregation of the different domains (Nterminal, globular and C-terminal) in the ancestral H1 proteins, and the appearance of the first PLs, such as PL-I [2,
63], whose physical segregation later on led to the differentiation of the more specialized SNBP components (PL-II,
PL-III, Pl-IV) [5]. In this scenario, it has been proposed that
the origin of arginine-rich protamines would have resulted
from a process involving a frameshift mutation in the lysine
codons of SNBPs of the PL type corresponding to the Cterminal region of H1, leading to the transformation of lysine
residues to arginine residues [66, 67]. The differentiation
among the three SNBP lineages must have also occurred
early in metazoan evolution before the split between protostomes and deuterostomes, allowing for the parallel differentiation of H, PL and P-types across both metazoan lineages
[5, 66, 67].
Overall, both histone H1 and SNBPs follow a common
evolutionary trend which is characterized by their diversification early in metazoans and their parallel differentiation
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across protostomes and deuterostomes. Furthermore, such a
process is translated into a higher level due to the presence
of parallel evolution between the somatic and the germinal
cell lineages. This process constitutes what has been coined
the “histone hypothesis for the vertical parallel evolution of
SNBPs” [2, 3, 5, 63, 66].
TRACING THE FOOTSTEPS OF RAPIDLY EVOLVING ARGININE-RICH PROTAMINES
Protamines, which represent the highest level of specialization among SNBPs, are present in the sperm of both protostomes (such as molluscs) and deuterostomes (including
tunicates and chordates). In these organisms the histones
from the progenitor germ cells at the onset of spermatogenesis are replaced by protamine in the late stages of spermiogenesis [16]. Protamines are small and highly variable proteins, encompassing high contents of arginine (more than
30%). Thus, their high charge density allows them to bind
DNA with high affinity and to more efficiently shield the
charges on the DNA phosphate backbone. Compared to somatic histones, this results in maximal compaction of the
genome [15].
Despite their high level of structural heterogeneity, the
amino acid distribution in the primary structure of protamines does not seem to be random. Indeed, their amino acid
sequence still stores very valuable phylogenetic information,
due to the fact that they are subject to positive (adaptive)
selection [15, 16] that is responsible for their rapid evolution.
This is similar to other reproductive proteins [49]. The arginine-rich P-type has probably been selected in the course of
evolution of the vertebrates due to constraints imposed by
internal fertilization [68]. However, the selective process has
been focused on maintaining high arginine levels, regardless
of the actual positions occupied by these residues in the
molecule [69]. We have already shown that this information
can be successfully used in phylogenetic inference, including
the cases of stickleback fish species [46], teleost fishes [68],
birds and reptiles [6, 70] and different groups of mammals
[71, 72].
The phylogeny shown in (Fig. (2B)) displays the evolutionary relationships estimated by maximum likelihood
among protamines from different metazoan lineages, especially for the case of fishes, in which more information is
available. Accordingly, the occurrence of protamines is seen
in protostomes such as molluscs, as well as in vertebrates as
ancient as sharks and other cartilaginous fishes. However,
protamines are also present in bony fishes. H-type and PLtype SNBPs are also represented in the sperm of organisms
from this group, unlike the case of chondrychthyes in which
SNBPs are exclusively of the P-type [73].
While the present phylogeny seems to fit well with the
taxonomic relationships among the different lineages analyzed at a local level (within groups), relationships between the
more general taxonomic groups indicated on the right margin
of the tree (Fig. (2B)) seem to be somewhat unresolved by
the present topology. This is most likely due to the saturation
in the amino acid substitutions, as well as the selection for
arginine content, instead of selection for maintaining the
positions of arginine residues. However, it is possible to
clearly discriminate a monophyletic group encompassing
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Figure 2. Evolution of SNBPs and protamines. A) Simplified protein phylogenetic relationships between histone H1 and SNBPs based on
uncorrected p-distances [adapted from [5]]. The numbers for interior branches in the unrooted topology represent BP values based on 1000
replicates and are only shown when greater than 50%. "BP values" stands for "bootstrap values" in the tree. These values represent a quantitative measure of the reliability of the groups defined by the topology of the tree The monophyletic origin of H1 histones of the RI lineage
and that of protamines is indicated by open circles, while the polyphyletic origin of PL proteins is indicated by black circles. Taxonomic
groups and different histone and SNBP subtypes are indicated on the right side of the topology. B) Maximum likelihood phylogeny reconstructed from protamine amino acid sequences belonging to different metazoans using the JTT model of protein evolution. “JTT” stands for
the name of the authors in reference [144]. The numbers for interior branches represent non-parametric bootstrap (npBS) probabilities based
on 100 replications followed by approximate likelihood ratio test (aLRT) values. These are only shown when at least one of the values is
50%; otherwise branches were collapsed. Numbers near species indicate the type of protamine. Taxonomic groups are indicated in the right
margin of the tree. The transition protein 1 from humans (TNP-1) has been used to root the tree.

fishes, amphibians and non-eutherian mammals. It has been
suggested that the driving force behind this evolution in fish
and amphibians may be differing constraints placed on the
sperm by internal versus external fertilization [21, 22]. Following the appearance of amniotes, all organisms contain
protamines in their sperm, which may suggest an evolutionary trend towards the use of protamines to package sperm
DNA in taxa located at the uppermost tips of evolutionary
branches [2, 3, 63].
The topology displayed in (Fig. (2B)) suggests that the
present analysis is valid in providing a deeper insight into the
evolution of mammalian protamines, which represent a highly supported monophyletic group. In particular, protamines
from eutherians are clearly differentiated from those of metatherians and prototerians, as well as from protamines from
reptiles and birds. Two types of protamines are found in
mammals (P1 and P2). However, while P1 has been found in
all mammals, P2 is exclusively expressed only in a few eutherians, including human and mouse [53]. Indeed, the phylogeny from (Fig. (2B)) also supports a common origin for
eutherian P1 and P2 protamines, with the slightly more recent appearance of the P2 type likely arising by gene duplication of a P1 precursor [74]. In mammals cysteine is present

in both P1 and P2 eutherian lineages, and is also present in
some marsupial P1 protamines, where this residue was incorporated by a process of convergent evolution [75].
PROTAMINES AND SPERMIOGENIC CHROMATIN
PATTERNING
In (Fig. (1)) and (Fig. (2B)), we have highlighted a small
subset of invertebrate protamines from two species of internally fertilizing molluscs that are associated with the histoneto-protamine transition during chromatin/nucleoplasm patterning in the early and middle steps of spermiogenesis. This
includes the arginine-rich pro-protamine Pr-P1 of the muricid neogastropod Murex brandaris that is processed by serial
proteolysis in the spermatid nucleus, to protamines P1, P2
and P3 in the nucleus of the mature sperm [76-78]. In addition the cysteine-rich keratinous protamine of the octopus
Eledone cirrhosa is also highlighted [36].
How might the processing and side chain modification of
such protamines be related to the dynamic chromatin
changes that characterize spermatid nuclear patterning and
subsequent condensation in these invertebrates, as well as in
an internally fertilizing vertebrate, the cartilaginous fish
Scyliorhinus canicula (Fig. (1))?
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In 2005, Harrison et al. [79] presented the hypothesis that
the dynamic mechanism of liquid-liquid unmixing involving
phase separation by spinodal decomposition might explain
the development of dramatic patterns of chromatin/ nucleoplasm during spermiogenesis in the snail M. brandaris. In
this species, patterning is from granules to fibrils to lamellae
in early and middle spermatids. However, in the octopus E.
cirrhosa, post-lamellar patterning is seen as an inversion
from chromatin as a dispersed phase to nucleoplasm as a
dispersed phase [36, 79]. These patterns can be observed by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of testis fixed in
glutaraldehyde (GLUT-fixed) and stained with metals.
In 2009, Martens et al. [20] confirmed the observation of
chromatin/nucleoplasm patterning during early spermiogenesis in another internally fertilizing muricid marine snail,
Nucella lamellosa, using high pressure freezing (HPF) of
testis to avoid possible artifacts of the method of fixation.
Extending the suggestion of Harrison et al. [79], these
authors proposed a possible temporal correlation between
pattern formation due to spinodal decomposition and the
processing of pro-protamine (Fig. (1)), including modification by phosphorylation of serine and threonine residues and
subsequent dephosphorylation, as also occurs in the muricid
snail M. brandaris during the coalescence of lamellae [2].
Spinodal decomposition is a physicochemical model involving kinetic, equilibrium and structural aspects of a system en route to equilibrium [79], not out of equilibrium as in
Turing’s [80] reaction-diffusion mechanisms, which form
patterns in milliseconds rather than days, as in spermiogenesis. The classical theory for spinodal decomposition was
formulated by Cahn [81] in 1965 in order to explain transient
patterning observed in glass during a cold quench from high
temperature. It is a mechanism for the separation of two liquid phases with transient pattern being produced in the unstable state by gradually growing concentration inhomogeneity involving “small long-wave fluctuations of the local order
parameter such as the local concentration” [[82], p.5]. According to the late Dr. L.G. Harrison (personal communication), spinodal decomposition occurs “on a supramolecular
scale of distances in a solution and dealing with concentrations rather than single molecules. But it leads to the idea
that molecular changes must be happening where one sees
changes in patterning happening”.
In the case of spermiogenic chromatin/nucleoplasm patterning, a change from a single phase to two phases can be
brought about by the isothermal [83, 84] replacement of histones by protamine through processing of pro-protamines
(Fig. (1)), and modifications of protamines such as phosphorylation for M. brandaris or disulfide bond formation for
E. cirrhosa, rather than by the more classical route of a temperature shift [[82], Fig. 1.1].
Characteristic features of spinodal decomposition observed [79] in the early and middle patterning steps of
spermiogenesis include: constancy of the dominant pattern
repeat distance despite dynamic changes in developmental
morphology; bicontinuity (interconnectivity [82]; mutual
connectivity [83]) of chromatin and nucleoplasm at the
lamellar step, where “the electron dense chromatin and the
clear nucleoplasm each appears to be continuous, rather than
as one continuous phase and one disperse phase” [[20],
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p.1403]; and orientation of chromatin either parallel with or
perpendicular to the nuclear envelope [[79], Fig. 7].
The patterning stage of spermiogenesis is then followed
by a condensation stage, in which there is a shrinkage of the
dominant unit of pattern and the formation of very electron
dense, homogeneous chromatin. This is also observed in the
internally fertilizing homopteran insect Philaenus spumarius
[79, 85]. This second stage is probably a phase separation by
an ionic crystallization [79].
PROTAMINES
CHROMATIN
SPERMATIDS

AND
LAMELLAR-MEDIATED
CONDENSATION IN DOGFISH

Are protamines also involved in phase separation by spinodal decomposition as a mechanism for spermatid nuclear
patterning in vertebrates? We have analyzed spermiogenesis,
for the first time, in the internally fertilizing dogfish (or spotted catshark) Scyliorhinus canicula [86] (formerly Scylliorhinus caniculus [87]), based on the TEM photomicrographs
of Gusse and Chevaillier [86].
In S. canicula (Fig. (3, left)), dynamic chromatin patterning during spermiogenesis from granules to fibers to lamellae looks remarkably like that in M. brandaris [76-79]. In
this species of cartilaginous fish histones are replaced by
spermatid-specific basic intermediate proteins that, in turn,
are replaced by a protamine and three keratinous protamines
[88]. Histones are still present in a section of dogfish testis
that is enriched in young spermatids [86, 89], but intermediate proteins S1 and S2 also appear [86, 88]. These two intermediate proteins are less basic than protamines (Fig. (1))
and have a molecular mass intermediate between histones
and protamines.
Intermediate proteins S1 and S2 are in turn replaced by
Z3, a typical fish protamine (see [88] and references therein)
and three keratinous protamines: Z1, Z2 and S4, without any
proteolytic processing of a protamine precursor.
Protamine Z3, as well as keratinous protamines Z1, Z2,
S4, first appear in chromatin lamellae [86, 89] during the
patterning stage of spermiogenesis (Fig. (3)). The first appearance of S1 and S2 occurs just before this, when the nucleus begins to elongate and displays parallel fibrillar patterning. These data suggest that there may be a correlation
between the timing of protamine appearance, disulfide bond
formation (keratinisation), (Fig. (3, left)), and the timing of
chromatin patterning during S. canicula spermiogenesis.
Intermediate nuclear basic proteins S1 and S2, protamine
Z3, and keratinous protamines Z1, Z2, S4 are also provided
with serine side chains for phosphorylation and dephosphorylation [88, 90]. S1 and S2 can be mono-phosphorylated
and S1 can also be di-phosphorylated during the patterning
stage of spermiogenesis (Fig. (3)).
Keratinous protamines Z1 and Z2, and protamine Z3, can
be mono-, di- and tri-phosphorylated respectively. These
phosphorylations also occur during the patterning stage of
spermiogenesis. However, from the sections of the testes
examined [86, 89], it is difficult to tell precisely when the
dephosphorylation occurs. Likely, this is later on, during the
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Figure 3. TEM photomicrographs (left), all at the same magnification, of transverse sections showing steps in the patterning and condensation stages within a developing spermatid nucleus of the dogfish S. canicula, TEM photomicrographs (at differing magnifications) have been
taken from the 1978 paper of Gusse and Chevaillier [86], Fig. 1, 6, 15, 18, 24, 25]. Note the concomitant appearance (right) of histones (H)
[13], intermediate proteins (S1, S2) [88, 89] and protamines (Z1, Z2, Z3, S4) [88-90]. Symbols to the left of the TEM photomicrographs are
defined in (Fig. (5, left). White boxes are shown at higher magnification in Fig. (4)). (Fig. (3E, F)) has been magnified even further in [[86],
Fig. 26].

condensation stage, when disulfide bonds are also formed in
the keratinous protamines Z1, Z2 and S4 (Fig. (3)).
Is the developmental morphology seen in TEM photomicrographs (Fig. (3)), as well as the timing of the histone-toprotamine transition, consistent with the hypothesis of phase
separation by spinodal decomposition during spermiogenesis
in S. canicula?

We look first at the appearance of bicontinuity in TEM
photomicrographs of dogfish spermatids (Fig. (4, left column)), magnified from (Fig. (3)), as well as at the time evolution of a polymer dispersed liquid crystal (PDLC; (Fig. (4,
center column)).
We start by examining a sketch of 1/interaction parameter  (chi) – concentration (C), the phase diagram for a sys-
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Figure 4. Comparison of spinodal decomposition in TEM photomicrographs of S. canicula during spermiogenesis (left column) [86], with
polarized optical photomicrographs of the time evolution of a thermally quenched polymer dispersed liquid crystal (PDLC) undergoing either
spinodal decomposition (center column: 40/60 wt %) [[91], Fig. 2] or nucleation and growth (right column: 60/40 wt % ) [[91], Fig. 3]. A
sketch of 1/interaction parameter χ (chi) – concentration C, the phase diagram [[93], Fig. 3.5] for a system of two components (A and B) is
shown on the left, where χ is the energy change “when a molecule of A is taken from an environment of pure A and put into an environment of pure B” [[93], p.28], so that χ “expresses the strength of the energetic interaction between the components”. C is the concentration,
represented as the mole fraction of A running from 0 to 1 ([79], Fig. 10). In the phase diagram on the left, the composition S changes from a
value of 1/χ (sub 2) for a single phase to a value of 1/χ (sub 1) for compositions P1 (B-rich phase) and P2 (A-rich phase) that places the
system into the unstable region where it separates into two phases by spinodal decomposition [[79], Fig. 10]. Such a separation can occur
isothermally during spermiogenesis in S. canicula (left column; TEM photomicrographs here have been magnified from (Fig. (3), white
boxes), or during the time evolution of a cold quenched 40/60 wt % PDLC (middle column) [[91], Fig. 3]. For the latter 1/χ can be replaced
by T (absolute temperature) in the phase diagram on the left. During a cold quench of a 60/40 wt % PDLC into the metastable regions of the
phase diagram, nucleation and growth occur (right column) [[91], Fig. 2]. The polarized optical photomicrographs in the middle and right
columns have been taken from the 1996 paper of Kyu et al. [91], with the permission of the American Chemical Society.

tem of two components (Fig. (4, left)). We plot 1/ on the
vertical axis rather than the more classical temperature because, according to Harrison et al. [[79], Fig. 10]: “Similar
behavior can occur in a system of more than two components, and as a result of, e.g., a chemical change in the system rather than change of temperature.” Thus, spinodal decomposition can occcur isothermally [83, 84] in the unstable
region of the phase diagram (Fig. (4, left)), as seen by TEM
photomicrographs for spermiogenesis in S. canicula in (Fig.

(4, left column)). It can also be observed in optical light photomicrographs for a 40/60 wt % PDLC after thermal quenching in (Fig. (4, center column)). This is a PDLC that consists
of 40 wt % polymethyl methacrylate with hydroxyl groups in
the liquid form / 60 wt % E7, a mixture of nematic liquid
crystals (that includes derivatives of cyanobiphenyl, oxycyanobiphenyl and cyanoterphenyl) with a broad nematic temperature range [[91], p. 204]; [[92], p. 943].
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The typical appearance of bicontinuity [83] is readily
apparent for both the magnification of step D in the patterning stage of spermiogenesis in S. canicula (Fig. (4, left column)), as well as at 120 minutes for the 40/60 PDLC (Fig.
(4, center column)). Such bicontinuity lasts for a few hours
in the PDLC [[91], p.208]. How long it lasts in S. canicula
spermiogenesis is not known.
Such bicontinuity is, however, typical for spinodal decomposition, as compared to nucleation and growth for the
60/40 PDLC after thermal quenching, where droplets are
observed in (Fig. (4, right column)) due to Ostwald’s ripening mechanism [93]. As Kyu et al. state, regarding bicontinuity in the 40/60 PDLC [[91], p.206], “This interconnected
structure is reminiscent of a spinodal structure. The length
scale of this structure increases with elapsed time and eventually the pattern transforms into droplet morphology probably driven by surface tension.” We should also point out that,
according to the phase diagram of Kyu et al. [[91], Fig. 1],
we are comparing only the liquid - liquid phase separation
for both S. canicula spermiogenesis and for the 40/60 PDLC,
not the isotropic liquid - nematic phase separation.
We can see, then, that spinodal decomposition is morphologically similar in appearance whether we are at the
nanometer scale of phase separation for chromatin/nucleoplasm during spermiogenesis in S. canicula or at the micrometer scale of phase separation in a PDLC.
Second, we can see in a transverse section of step D of S.
canicula spermiogenesis in both (Fig. (3)) and its magnification in (Fig. (4)), that all lamellae are oriented to the nuclear
envelope in a parallel manner. This is different than in the
muricid snail M. brandaris [76-78], where all lamellae in a
transverse section run perpendicular [79], Fig. 9] to both the
nuclear envelope and the axoneme. This is also the case for
another muricid snail, N. lamellosa [[20], Fig. 2]. According
to Harrison et al. [[94], Fig. 6.1], this is due to the fact that
membranes around these organelles provide a barrier to diffusion since they are located at the boundary of a patterning
system. Here the concentration profile is flat [[79], Fig. 7].
We can speculate that perhaps the parallel orientation in
S. canicula is the one of lowest energy and that the presence
of an additional membrane bound axoneme in the spermatid
nucleus of the muricid snails prevents this parallel orientation, thus facilitating a perpendicular orientation. The important point is that the orientation of lamellae in parallel to the
nuclear membrane provides evidence for the diffusive instability that is known to be associated with spinodal decomposition [93, 95].
Furthermore, we recognize that the presence of a nuclear
matrix in spermatids of S. canicula would provide an additional barrier to diffusion. However, if the model for DNA
constraint in spermatids of mammals by attachment to the
nuclear matrix at many MAR sites [96] also holds for S.
canicula, then the size of the DNA loops constrained by the
matrix, about 50 Kb, may be too large to act as an effective
barrier to difffusion.
In order to verify this, it would be necessary to examine
the nuclear matrix in spermatids of an organism that shows
lamellar-mediated chromatin condensation. A possible
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candidate for such chromatin/nucleoplasm patterning is the
internally fertilizing grasshopper Pyrgomorpha conica [97],
as several other related orthopteran showing such patterning
have already been listed in (Table (I)). This organism has
chromatin scaffolds in the central spermatid core. According
to Cerna, et al. [[97], p.22]: “The expanded DNA loops
when anchored through triplex DNA motifs to the scaffold
will endure important changes, including the formation of
DNA breaks, sequential replacement of their histones by
transition proteins and protamines, and, overall, the extreme
chromatin condensation and packing achieved by late
spermiogenesis.”
A polar nuclear matrix has been observed in spermatids
of the internally fertilizing Octopus vulgaris [98], but only a
pattern of parallel fibers forms in the condensing nucleus
during spermiogenesis; no lamellae are found.
Third, steps B, C, D in the patterning stage of S. canicula
spermiogenesis in (Fig. (3), as magnified in (Fig. (4)), appear
to show a constancy of spacing from the middle of one lamella to the middle of an adjacent one, as diagrammed in
(Fig. (5, left.)) This is , the unit of pattern that, according to
Cahn’s [81] thermodynamic analysis of spinodal decomposition, shows a maximal value when plotted against a growth
rate constant [[79], Fig. 8]. In other words, according to
Jones [[93], p.33, in legend to Fig. 3.7] for sinusoidal distributions of concentration, “…concentraton fluctuations of
one particular intermediate length scale grow fastest in spinodal decomposition”.
In order to visualize this more readily, one of us (H.E.K.)
has measured  in every panel in (Fig. (4)) using a finely
calibrated Staedtler steel ruler. In (Fig. (5, left column)), we
can readily see from the histograms that m for S. canicula
spermiogenesis (shaded bars) is constant for steps A-D (3540 nm, 30-35 nm, 30-35 nm, 30-35 nm) during the patterning stage, then diminishes to 10-15 nm in step E (measured
from [[86], Fig. 26, 240,000X] during the condensation
stage, and to homogeneity in the late spermatid nucleus in
step F. Values at each step in spermiogenesis for , pattern
repeat distance; d, diameter of chromatin; w, width of nucleoplasm; n.d., diameter of nucleus, are indicated in Fig. (3,
left)). Most interestingly, Livolant et al. [[99], p.2629] note
the following: “Lamellar structures with a periodicity of
about 50 nm were also described in the fish Scyliorhinus
sperm cell at a given step of the spermiogenesis process
(Gusse and Chevaillier 1978)” [86].
The histograms of the 40/60 PDLC (Fig. 5, center column) also show relatively constant values for m for the optical photomicrographs of (Fig. 4, center column) from 3 minutes to 120 minutes (2.5-3 μm, 2.5-3 μm, 3.5-4 μm, 3.5-4
μm). After this time, heterogeneous droplets begin to appear at 300 minutes and particularly at 1020 minutes in (Fig.
(5, center column)), yielding “twin towers” (3.5-4 μm and
4.5-5μm), and then a very dispersed histogram (3-13.5
μm). This final step is even more dispersed than the final
step of the nucleation and growth (1.5-7 μm). Interestingly,
the distances between the centers of droplets are also relatively constant (1.5-4 μm) for nucleation and growth (Fig.
(5, right column)).
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Figure 5. Histograms of the pattern repeat distance () for spermatid nuclei in TEM photomicrographs of the dogfish S. canicula and polarized optical photomicrographs of PDLC. Features are indicated in the diagram (on the left) for which  (lambda, a unit of pattern) can be
measured during spermiogenesis from the middle of the black chromatin stripe, dot or doughnut-like formation, across the white nucleoplasm, to another formation of chromatin in (Fig. (4)), along with the diameter (d) of the chromatin fiber, the width (w) of the nucleoplasm
and the diameter of the nucleus (n.d.).  can also be measured during the time evolution of a PDLC undergoing either spinodal decomposition or nucleation and growth. The shaded bar in each histogram represents  m (lambda maximum, the dominant pattern repeat distance). All
measured values for  m, along with d, w and n.d., for spermiogenesis in S. canicula are summarized in (Fig. (3)) to the left of each TEM photomicrograph.

DIVERSITY OF SPECIES SHOWING CHROMATIN/
NUCLEOPLASM
PATTERNING
DURING
SPERMIOGENESIS
Table (I) lists several dozen species with chromatin/nucleoplasmic patterning, showing that a lamellar step in
mid-spermiogenesis is widespread in evolution. However,
this only occurs during spermiogenesis in a small minority of
internally fertilizing species in animals, as well as in several

species of algae that show features similar to internal fertilization in animals. Analysis of the histone-to-protamine transition and possible processing or modification of protamines
for these organisms is mostly limited to those discussed in
this and previous papers [20, 79]. Chromatin/nucleoplasm
inversion may be the case in both an octopus and a relict
ciliate.
Why is there so much diversity in the type of species and
such a low number of species that display patterning of
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Table I.
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Internally Fertilizing Organisms Showing Chromatin/Nucleoplasm Lamellar Patterning (or Inversion) During Spermiogenesis. (1; See Footnotes at Bottom of Table)
Species

Reference

Description

VERTEBRATES
CARTILAGINOUS FISH:
Scyliorhinus canicula
Squalus suckleyi
Himantura signifer
Hydrolagus colliei [103]

[86]
[101, 102]
[100]

Dogfish. See (Fig. (2-4)). Marine.
Spiny dogfish. Similar to S. canicula.
Stingray. Fresh water. Similar to S. canicula.

Ratfish

INVERTEBRATES
MOLLUSCS:
MESOGASTROPODS:
Littorina sitkana

[126]

Periwinkle. Marine snail.

Viviparus contectoides

[127]

Prosobranch. Fresh water.

Murex brandaris

[79]

Muricid snail. Marine.

Nucella lamellosa

[20]

Muricid snail. Similar to M. brandaris.

Nucella lapillus

[122]

Muricid snail. Similar to M. brandaris.

Nucella crassilabrum

[123]

Muricid snail. Similar to M. brandaris.

Chorus giganteus

[124]

Muricid snail. Similar to M. brandaris.

Thais hemostoma

[125]

Muricid snail.

Helix aspersa

[118]

Land snail.

Otala lactea

[128]

Land snail.

[79]

Octopus. (2)

Philaenus spumarius

[79]

Spittlebug. Homopteran.

Tylozygres sp.

[111]

Leafhopper. Hemipteran.

Euchistus heros

[129]

Phytophagous bug. Hemipteran.

Triatoma infestans

[119]

Cone-nose bug. Hemipteran.

Acheta domestica

[113, 114]

House cricket. Orthopteran.

Gryllis pennsylvanicus

[114]

Field cricket. Orthopteran.

Melanoplus sp.

[111]

Grasshopper. Orthopteran.

Locusta migratoria

[130]

Locust, Orthopteran.

Blatella germanica

[131]

Cockroach. Blattodean.

Laccotrephes sp.

[132]

Heteropteran.

Gerris najas

[133]

Waterstrider. Heteropteran.

NEOGASTROPODS:

PULMONATES:

CEPHALOPODS:
Eledone cirrhosa
Arthropods:
INSECTS:
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(Table 1) Contd….
Species

Reference

Description

Leptogaster sp.

[111]

Robber fly. Dipteran.

Bacillus rossius

[134]

Stick insect. Phasmatodean.

rotundipennis

[135]

Caddis fly. Trichopteran.

Thermobia domestica

[136]

Fire-brat insect. Thysanuran.

[137]

Turbellarian. Flatworm.

[138]

Parasite acanthocephalan of wild boar.

Chara (fibrosa)

[139]

Multicellular green alga. Stonewort. (3)

Chara vulgaris

[140]

Multicellular green alga. Stonewort. (3)

[141]

Karyorelectid ciliate. (4)

Potamophylax

PLATYHELMINTHS:
Phaenocora anomalocoela
ACANTHOCEPHALANS:
Macracanthorhynchus
hirudinaceus
ALGAE

PROTISTS
Trachelocerca multinucleata

(1) TEM photomicrographs were examined (from the published literature) of testis fixed in glutaraldehyde and stained with metals, except for testis subjected to high-pressure freezing in Nucella lamellosa.
(2) After lamellae formation [36], the spermatid nucleus undergoes an inversion from chromatin in nucleoplasm to nucleoplasm in chromatin.
(3) A biflagellated sperm fertilizes the egg in freshwater after penetrating “the narrow fissure between the coronula cells and the upper ends of the cortical filaments….”[[142], Fig.
30.3 and p. 480].
(4) Nucleoplasm in spongy chromatin of a micronucleus; possibly an inversion. [[141], Fig. 2c]. Haploid nuclei, derived from micronuclei, are mutually exchanged during conjugation
(fusion of conspecific cells) [[143], Fig. 263].

spermiogenic chromatin/nucleoplasm? We speculate that the
species in (Table (I)) displaying phase separation by spinodal decomposition during spermiogenesis are just a small
subset of internally fertilizing species that happen to have the
appropriate biochemistry in their histone-to-protamine transition to fall into the unstable portion of the phase diagram
(Fig. (4, left)).
For example, amongst the internally fertilizing chondrichthyan fish (Table (I)), we have already seen (Fig. (4))
that the spermatid of the elasmobranch dogfish S. canicula
displays the bicontinuous lamellar chromatin/nucleoplasm
patterning typical of phase separation by spinodal decomposition, while undergoing a transition from histones to intermediate proteins to protamine and keratinous protamines
(Fig. (3)). The spermatid of the elasmobranch stingray
Himantura signifer [100] also shows such patterning, as does
the spiny dogfish Squalus suckleyi [101, 102], but no biochemical analyses have been reported. In the spermatid nucleus of the holocephalon ratfish Hydrolagus colliei, Stanley
et al. [[103], Fig. 1, stage 6] find “distinct chromatin fibers
longitudinally oriented but bound side by side into anastomosing sheets.” This is also suggestive of a bicontinuous
lamellar-mediated chromatin condensation. In H. colliei
there is a transition from histones to protamines and keratinous protamines [104]. However, the latter proteins do not
contain as many cysteine residues as in S. canicula spermatids, perhaps limiting the extent of disulfide bond formation
in H. colliei.

It would be interesting, therefore, to compare this situation in cartilaginous fish with possible chromation patterning
and the histone to protamine transition in bony fish that also
have internal fertilization. The spermatid of the viviparous
brotula Cataetyx laticeps (Bythitidae) undergoes a transition
from histone to a H5-like histone during spermiogenesis
[105], whereas the rockfish Sebastes maliger (Scorpaenidae)
[68] undergoes a histone to protamine transition. No keratinous protamines are found. Chromatin structural changes in
the nucleus during spermiogenesis have not been analyzed in
these bony fish.
However, in Helicolenus dactylopterus dactylopterus
(Scorpaenidae), an internally fertilizing bony fish closely
related to S. maliger, a lower resolution TEM micrograph
[[106], Fig. 2E] indicates the possibility that some features
of lamellar-like chromatin/nucleopasm patterning might be
present in spermatids during mid-spermiogenesis. If this observation can be validated by higher resolution TEM analysis
of the entire spermiogenic developmental profile, it would
suggest that either the histone-to-protamine transition, or the
histone-to-keratinous protamine transition, could provide the
phase conditions that place the spermatid nucleus of internally fertilizing fish into the unstable region of the 1/χ- C
phase diagram.
Other internally fertilizing species, including mammalian
ones, likely happen to fall into the metastable portion of this
phase diagram and therefore display nucleation and growth.
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The externally fertilizing species look more like phase separation by nucleation and growth as they generally retain the
granular chromatin condition and their sperm nuclear basic
proteins (SNBPs) are "simple" protamines or protamine-like
compared to the more "complex" protamines of internally
fertilizing species resulting from replacement (Fig. (1, right,
middle)), processing (Fig. (1, right, bottom)), and side chain
modification (Fig. (3, right)).
However, even here small differences in the sequence of
"simple" protamines makes spermiogenesis in the externally
fertilizing bony fish Dicentrarchus labrax [[55], Fig. 5] look
more like nucleation and growth (Fig. (4, right column)),
while externally fertilizing rainbow trout (Salmo gairdneri)
[[107], Fig. 18] is more complex than that, developing from
coarse granules into thick fibers. However, both species
definitely lack the bicontinuous lamellae characteristic of
spinodal decomposition (Fig. (4, left and center columns)).
All of these findings, taken together, suggest that phase
separation by either mechanism may play an important role
in chromatin remodelling during spermiogenesis. The transient patterning that accompanies phase separation by spinodal decomposition enables us to understand what is happening in TEM photomicrographs, but only for a small minority of species that show the complete transition from
granules to fibers to lamellae.
For example, while a few species of internally fertilizing
molluscs, insects and cartilaginous fish display features of
spinodal decomposition during spermiogenesis (Table (I)),
many more species of internally fertilizing mammals [108],
as well as externally fertilizing bony fish, display features of
nucleation and growth of chromatin granules during
spermiogenesis. In mammalian species chromatin forms 60100 nm toroids [1, 56, 109] rather than bicontinuous patterns. While a complete explanation for this is not as yet
available, there are several considerations worth noting.
First, spinodal decomposition (Fig. (4, left and center
columns)), and nucleation and growth (Fig. (4, right column)) may represent the extremes of a single mechanism of
phase separation rather than separate processes. As Gunton
et al. [[110], p.364] point out: “Thus in the classical pictures
of nucleation and of spinodal decomposition, there is a sharp
transition between metastable and unstable states as characterized by the classical spinodal curve”. However, since
Cahn [81] proposed his classical theory of spinodal decomposition, more recent theoretical analysis suggests that “spinodal decomposition could be viewed as a generalized nucleation. Thus the long wavelength fluctuations which characterize spinodal decomposition can be considered as an
extreme version of nucleation, involving a very low activation energy” [[110], p.366].
In addition, there appears to be boundary conditions in a
spermatid nucleus at the nuclear envelope and, in some species, at the membrane bounding the axoneme. These boundary conditions may be forcing chromatin to orient either perpendicular to the nuclear envelope when an axoneme is present and parallel with the nuclear envelope when it is not.
This is in order to obtain the configuration of lowest energy
in spinodal decomposition, where no (classically) or little
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activation energy is needed. Nucleation and growth do have
to overcome an initial energy barrier in any event.
In other words, can the axoneme, which develops into the
nucleus in the head of the sperm, be regarded as a “patch”;
i.e., as a discrete region that is distinguished from the major
volume of chromatin condensing in the nucleoplasm? Perhaps the membrane bounding the axoneme is providing a
diffusion barrier. This may also be the case for the “patches”
of granular chromatin in several regions near the nuclear
envelope, as seen in TEM photomicrographs of transverse
sections [[85], Fig. 2-8] in the homopteran insect (Table (I)
Philaenus spumarius [[79], Fig. 1] and in other insects
[[111], Fig. 41, 42]. This results in chromatin/nucleoplasm
patterning occurring in the bulk of the interior of the nucleus,
but less so at the periphery.
Also, spermatids of other organisms employing nucleation and growth, such as the mouse, may have a “patch.” In
this case, chromatin arises centrifugally from that core
“patch” during spermiogenesis [112].
What is the temporal relation between the histone-toprotamine transition and patch-generating condensed chromatin? In house cricket [113, 114] there appears to be two
rounds of spinodal decomposition, as manifested by the development of lamellae, We suggest that the first region of
condensed chromatin may act as a “patch” for the second
round.
Secondly, it is not clear as yet whether it is microemulsification [115], as suggested by Harrison et al. [79], electrostatics [116, 117], or some combination of these that is capable of slowing down the process of spermiogenesis sufficiently so that a patterning stage is apparent in the TEM photomicrographs of spermatids for species showing spinodal
decomposition. For example, with respect to the timing of
lamellae formation during spermiogenesis, we know that in
the pulmonate snail Helix aspersa, [118], lamellar steps take
3.8 /22.7 days, or only 17% of the total duration of spermiogenesis, and also “occur very rapidly” [[119], p.288] in the
hemipteran insect Triatoma infestans.
Thirdly, with respect to DNA condensation by multivalent cations, Bloomfield [[120], p.273] asks: “Why Toroids?.... Given that solvent conditions are sufficient to cause
collapse of the extended DNA chain, why are toroids
formed, rather than spherical globules, or rods, or lamellae?... Most of the answer lies in the stiffness of DNA, the
rather weak attractive forces between DNA segments, and
the very low DNA concentrations at which condensation
experiments are generally done”.
In fact, we have seen (Table (I)) that lamellae can be
formed in spermatids of several dozen internally fertilizing
diverse species, Therefore, we put forward the hypothesis
that lamellar chromatin/nucleoplasm patterning during
spermiogenesis may be the visual manifestation of the
mechanism of liquid-liquid phase separation by spinodal
decomposition when the appropriate concentrations of complex protamines and DNA fall into the unstable region of the
phase diagram (Fig. (4. left)). This occurs during histone-toprotamine replacement, and SNBP processing and side chain
modification of spermiogenic chromatin. Such an hypothesis
complements our present knowledge of phase separation in
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the metastable portion of the phase diagram by nucleation
and growth during mammalian spermiogenesis [109].
What is needed now is to verify this hypothesis experimentally. Bertin et al. [[121], Fig. 8] and Livolant et al.
[[99], Fig. 3] have obtained experimental phase diagrams for
nucleosome core particles aggregated by multivalent cations
(spermidine) or monovalent cations (sodium), respectively.
This is probably the highest order of chromatin structure
examined so far. Chromatin during the patterning stage of
spermiogenesis that is subjected to spinodal decomposition
in the unstable region of a phase diagram is as yet too complex and dynamic to be analyzed successfully in this manner.
However, it is certainly worthwhile to continue to explore
this experimentally. As Livolant et al. [[99], p. 2629] declare, in the living cell, such complexity “…may offer extremely high possibilities of adaptation of chromatin organization to multiple local restraints”.
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